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What does it protect?
Rights conferred?

Expression
Subject to exceptions, the
Copyright Act grants five rights
to a copyright owner:
(1) the right to reproduce the
copyrighted work;

•

(2) the right to prepare derivative
works based upon the work;
(3) the right to distribute copies of
the work to the public;
•

(4) the right to perform the
copyrighted work publicly; and

•

(5) the right to display the
copyrighted work publicly.

Requirements for protection?

Original and creative, and fixed in
a tangible medium of expression
Automatic with use, registration to
enforce
7-9 months
Life + 70 years, 95 or 120 years
for work for hire
$35 regular for one photograph:
$55 for a collection; and $800 to
expedite

How to obtain protection?
Time to obtain?
How long does protection last?
Filing cost?
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What can be copyrighted?
An original idea fixed in a tangible medium of expression

What constitutes an original idea?
There is a very low threshold to qualify as an “original idea” for copyright expression. A very
small amount of creative expression is required. It must be at least a slight alteration and not a
copy of something already existing.

How is a copyright created?
As soon as an original idea is fixed in a tangible means of expression. It is created automatically
when the individual creates the work. So, when a photograph with some creative expression is
taken; the copyright is created instantly

Why should I register my work if copyright protection is automatic?
Registration is recommended for a number of reasons. Many choose to register their works
because they wish to have the facts of their copyright on the public record and have a certificate
of registration. Registered works may be eligible for statutory damages and attorney's fees in
successful litigation. Finally, if registration occurs within five years of publication, it is
considered prima facie evidence in a court of law.

Do you have to defend your copyright?
No, you cannot lose your copyright due it falling into common use. This is a
distinction from trademarks where one is required to actively active the mark.

Test for copyright infringement.
If the infringer had access to your work?
AND
Is the work substantially similar to your copyrighted work?

Remedies for copyright infringement?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Injunctions
Money damages
Actual damages and profits
Statutory damages
Cost’s and attorney fees
Criminal penalties
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What is Work Made for Hire?
•
•
•

A work prepared by an employee within the scope of the employee’s employment;
A work specially ordered or commissioned in certain specified circumstances.
Must use legal name, and not a pseudonym.

Works Made for Hire are considered to be owned/authored by the employer or the
commissioning party. See Circular 30 (https://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ09.pdf).

The Work and the Copy.
Ownership of a ‘copy’ of a photograph — the tangible embodiment of the ‘work’ — is distinct
from the ‘work’ itself — the intangible intellectual property. The owner of the ‘work’ is
generally the photographer or, in certain situations, the employer of the photographer. Even if a
person hires a photographer to take pictures of a wedding, for example, the photographer will
own the copyright in the photographs unless the copyright in the photographs is transferred, in
writing and signed by the copyright owner, to another person. The subject of the photograph
generally has nothing to do with the ownership of the copyright in the photograph.

The Copyright Act protects a variety of photographic works including
photographs that are created with a camera and captured in a digital file
or other visual medium such as film.
Works commonly registered in this category:
• Commercial
• Events
• Personal
• Scientific
• Portrait
• Documentary Photos
• Fine Arts
• Photojournalism
• Sports
• Editorial
• Forensic
• School
• Wedding
https://www.copyright.gov/registration/photographs/index.html

Application for copyright registration to the Copyright Office (“C.O.”)
must contain:
•

Completed application form;
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•
•

Nonrefundable filing fee; AND
Nonreturnable deposit of copy/copies of work being registered/deposited to the Copyright
Office

https://www.copyright.gov/fls/sl35.pdf

Photography is under the Visual Arts (“VA”) Form, which could be
done through online or paper application. (See Form VA)
Online Application is the preferred way to register for basic claims for
VA works.
Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Lower filing fee
o $35 for single author (sole claimant in a single work–not made for hire)
o $55 for all other online filings
Fastest processing time
Online status tracking
Secure payment (credit/debit card, electronic check, or C.O. deposit account)
Option to upload certain categories of deposits directly into eCO as electronic files
o You may still submit hardcopy deposit when registering online

Paper Application
•
•
•
•
•

Go to the www.copyright.gov/forms/ to access the C.O. forms
o Forms could be requested by postal mail
Click "Visual Form VA” (“Form VA”)
Complete the Form VA
Mail the Form VA form with check/money order and your deposit (work)
Fee of $85
o “The higher fee compared with online registration reflects the higher labor cost to
process claims submitted on paper.”

https://www.copyright.gov/fls/sl35.pdf

Applications that could only be done through paper application:
• Form CA for correction or amplification of information in a registration;
• Form D-VH for registration of vessel hull designs;
• Form MW for registration of mask works;
• Form GATT for registration of works in which the U.S. copyright was restored under the
1994 Uruguay Round Agreements Act;
• Form RE for renewal of copyright claims; and
• Forms for group submissions
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How Long Does Copyright Protection Last?
•
•
•

Any work created after January 1, 1978: copyright protection lasts for the life of the
author plus an additional 70 years
Any anonymous work/a pseudonymous work/or work made for hire: copyright endures
for a term of 95 years from the year of its first publication or a term of 120 years from the
year of its creation, whichever expires first
Any work published prior to 1978: Varies.
o See Chapter 3 of the Copyright Act (Title 17 of the United States Code) or
Circular 15a (Duration of Copyright) and Circular 1 (Copyright Basics).

https://www.copyright.gov/help/faq/faq-duration.html

Do I Have to Renew my Copyright?
•

No. Works created after January 1, 1978 does not need to be renewed.

https://www.copyright.gov/help/faq/faq-duration.html
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